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Sort: Top

[–]  bbqchipz  47 points (+48|-1 ) 23 hours ago 

Because most women that are mothers without mental illnesses
are still with the father of their children.
permalink

[–]  chirogonemd  10 points (+11|-1 ) 14 hours ago  (edited 14 hours ago)

Woman:
190 lbs. on a good day, but is happy with her
"voluptuousness" and so you'd better be
Streaks of an unnatural color in her hair
Tramp stamp tattoo
Has two kids by two different fathers
Proud single mother (hardest job on earth)
Has dealt with men's "games", so she isn't about to
play more, she wants commitment by date #2

Demands for men:
6'4"
7" dick minimum
Pre-pubescent head of hair
Six-figure salary
Loves kids (hers)

permalink    parent

[–]  SpecialtyPizza  8 points (+8|-0 ) 12 hours ago 

Auto nope on any of the first 6.
permalink    parent

[–]  voltronsdicks  0 points (+1|-1 ) 7 hours ago 

welcome to the wonderful world of single motherhood
permalink    parent

[–]  SquarebobSpongebutt  4 points (+4|-0 ) 20 hours ago 
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And the ones who aren't still with him are more likely to be met
in real life doing parent or breadwinner things than sitting on
OK Cupid waiting for a hard dick to message them.
permalink    parent

[–]  Dr_Shekel_Nigger  1 points (+3|-2 ) 15 hours ago 

ok, serious question, for you and other voaters: if a woman
WAS sane, fairly attractive, and she had a child, but the child is
pure white, would you be willing to make a family with her and
raise the child as your own? Serious question, not trolling. I
honestly don't know my own answer to this question myself.
Obviously if the kid was half black or brown, no way I'd raise it,
but if it was a pure white child...hm
permalink    parent

[–]  Butelczynski  5 points (+5|-0 ) 15 hours ago 

My first question would be-where is the father? Answer to
that will determine course of action.
permalink    parent

[–]  mrfetus  4 points (+4|-0 ) 8 hours ago 

I dated a woman with a kid, I loved that little man. He's how
I know I want kids. We broke up due to her cheating hobby
and I haven't seen him since.
Heartbreaking, but I'd do it again for the right woman. It's
been about a year and I still miss him.
permalink    parent

[–]  Schreiber  4 points (+4|-0 ) 11 hours ago  (edited 11 hours ago)

Nope.
You only live once. Why settle with used up goods when
there are plenty of young virgins around?
permalink    parent
1 reply

[–]  lanre  2 points (+2|-0 ) 7 hours ago 

Highly doubt it. If the father died in an accident or something
then it'd be worth thinking about, but no matter what you're
committing to treat your spouse as #1 while you're always
second to their kid. Which isn't to say that's wrong of them,
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but it's not a position you as a man want to be in. And also,
most divorced women with kids aren't the kind type want to
be with anyway. It shows they make poor life decisions, and
that they're selfish.
permalink    parent

1 reply

[–]  voltronsdicks  0 points (+1|-1 ) 7 hours ago 

welcome to the wonderful world of single motherhood where
mental illness is the new "female empowerment"
permalink    parent

[–]  Mumbleberry  19 points (+21|-2 ) 23 hours ago 

All the sane men in their area have learned to leave them be.
permalink

[+]  White-Supremacist  -7 points 22 hours ago   (show)

[–]  TheKobold  8 points (+8|-0 ) 22 hours ago 

Most of em are fat too, unless they are bots. The whole site has
gone to hell. Most of the features were removed and put on the
premium accounts, and they have a whole bunch of click to agree
to be nice faggy shit.
permalink

[–]  turtlesareNotevil  6 points (+7|-1 ) 23 hours ago 

I think they're fake accounts.
permalink

[–]  piratse  6 points (+6|-0 ) 22 hours ago 

Many of them are.
permalink    parent

[–]  zzyzzx  3 points (+3|-0 ) 16 hours ago 

I don't think that they need to be making up fake single mom
accounts.
permalink    parent

[–]  turtlesareNotevil  1 points (+1|-0 ) 13 hours ago 
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Single moms are pump and dump material. Ok cupid is a
hook up site. You do the math.
permalink    parent

[–]  Armpit_and_Ass  5 points (+5|-0 ) 16 hours ago 

I looked at online dating for a minute about a year ago. Single
mothers and fat black chicks is all there is. Lots of coalburners.
Lot's of straight up trash. They're all pretty demanding, but even
the fat chicks have attitude like they're God's gift or some shit. All
I can figure is that there's 200 thirsty chumps drooling over
everything on those sites with a pair of tits, inflating their egos
and buying them dinners and shit.
permalink

[–]  killercanuck  1 points (+1|-0 ) 11 hours ago 

The ones claiming spousal abuse are all crazy button pushing
stalkers too.
permalink    parent

[–]  revfelix  4 points (+4|-0 ) 19 hours ago 

Also plenty of fatties.
permalink

[–]  Nathan_Explosion  4 points (+6|-2 ) 22 hours ago 

You're coming across these women online because you are being
primed by fate to meet someone that deserves you. One day, you
will close the OKCupod site and lock eyes with your future wifey
IRL. Because you've been on dating sites, you'll know how to
open a conversation, and you'll pursue wifey because you are in
prowling mode already. :3 OkCupid is a rest stop in your love life,
not the ultimate destination.
Mental mommies are also online for the attention, because
someone is going to eventually give it to them, and thus validate
their existence. :3
permalink

[–]  Justaddcoffee  [S] 5 points (+5|-0 ) 22 hours ago 

I’m already with someone, I was talking about all these internet
memes with crazy women from okcupid.
permalink    parent
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[–]  SpecialtyPizza  1 points (+1|-0 ) 12 hours ago 

Yeah it works pretty good for practice runs and is a lot of fun.
permalink    parent

[–]  Neinlife  3 points (+3|-0 ) 17 hours ago 

because they are on okcupid you know they already swam with
plenty of fish
permalink

[–]  daskapitalist  3 points (+3|-0 ) 18 hours ago 

Because their SMV has plunged and they cant pickup men
elsewhere due to caring for their children.
permalink

[–]  Spaceballs-1  3 points (+5|-2 ) 23 hours ago 

Black dick and semen cause all kinds of diseases both physical
and mental.
permalink

[–]  40SW  0 points (+1|-1 ) 18 hours ago 

Are you speaking from experience?
permalink    parent

[–]  Whitworth  2 points (+2|-0 ) 21 hours ago 

I recall that OkCupid specifically outed itself as a hard left
ideologue site a while back. After a quick search of their political
leanings I’ve found shit like this, this, and this.
It doesn’t look like they’re exactly hiding their political agenda. In
left wing circles it’s probably THE dating app because of it. In
short, it’s basically AntifaMingle.com.
permalink

[–]  HighEnergyLife  2 points (+2|-0 ) 21 hours ago 

Same with tinder in my area
permalink

[–]  Pissant  1 points (+1|-0 ) 8 hours ago 

You forgot obese.
permalink
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[–]  SOULESS  1 points (+1|-0 ) 9 hours ago 

I am an attractive decent female. I had a POF account for two
days until I found the male I am about to meet for dinner on
Thursday.
I think high quality people are likely to get snatched up quickly so
they're less likely to stick around. The lower quality women can
be on those apps for months and still find nothing. You have a
very small window of opportunity to find the good ones before
they're gone.
permalink

[–]  mrgreenjeans9  1 points (+1|-0 ) 14 hours ago 

more like okstupid
permalink

[–]  6cd6beb  1 points (+2|-1 ) 14 hours ago 

I think that when a girl is in the 18-25 range, has a fit body, she's
cute, and not mentally fucked up, she gets more than enough
attention without dating apps.
The women on dating apps need more attention than they're
getting just by being cheery and receptive to conversation in their
everyday lives, so they're either not getting much attention
because something's wrong with them, or they're getting a lot of
attention but need more because something's wrong with them.
Take this one for
example https://imgoat.com/uploads/647966b734/88909.jpg JPG

24, slim, cute face. At first glance she'd be a good option to
settle down with. She's on okcupid because she's needy, clingy,
obstinate, and does heroin.
If she were clean and sane, she'd be drowning in high quality
prospects. But she's not, so most of the guys she meets probably
let her flake or stop texting her pretty fast.
permalink

[–]  Lag-wagon  1 points (+1|-0 ) 14 hours ago 

Because they have mental illness?
permalink

[–]  madmardigan  0 points (+0|-0 ) 3 hours ago 
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Think about who is signing up for OkCupid. Why would a man
use it, why would a woman use it.
permalink

[–]  worthlesshope  0 points (+0|-0 ) 8 hours ago 

No one has mentioned this yet but Okcupid sorts your profile
based off of how many people are interested in you. They did this
in the past, now days they probably do it even better.
So if you're a hot young guy who gets tons of messages and
interests. Then your profile is at the top of the list for women who
get an equal amount of interest. Which are also hot and young. If
your profile hardly gets any interest at all, then your profile
automatically goes down to the bottom of the pile with the rest of
the low tier shit which is ugly/fat/women with mental illnesses and
children.
It's easy to test just create a profile using some hot guy's
photograph pulled off of the rate me threads on 4chan or
somewhere. Don't use a model or google images, just use a
natural looking one. This is just for testing purposes or cat fishing
w/e you wanna do.
As for making your profile actual visible to hot women, it's best
you delete your profile and start a new one with a brand new
email address after about a month so you can assure your profile
is always visible to hot women. I don't believe profiles are IP
bound on OKcupid but they might be.
permalink

[–]  Tallest_Skil  0 points (+1|-1 ) 9 hours ago 

Because only the mentally ill use dating apps, you fucking kike-
brainwashed retard.
permalink

[–]  voats4goats  0 points (+0|-0 ) 10 hours ago 

Who said all of them were 'single'? Probably some that want
some penis because the hubby is not providing the D.
Either way dont play the game and you cant lose
permalink

[–]  winky  0 points (+0|-0 ) 10 hours ago 

They wanted to be OCCUPIED when they read it in ebonics not
OK/CUPID!!!BAHAAAAA
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permalink

[–]  SkinnyManAss  0 points (+0|-0 ) 11 hours ago  (edited 11 hours ago)

Because OK Cupid has nothing but excellent men on it to pair up
with single white crazy women. Their standards are too high yes,
but once in a while an amazingly attractive man falls for a woman
who is undeserving, one that he met on OK Cupid.
The hierarchy is as follows:
Men who are rich enough to get any woman; 18 year olds:
Millionare dates dot com
Men who aren't; Women with less than realistic expectations:
OkCupid.com
Pedophiles and truckers + willing Whores: Skout
People who don't know what they're doing but most are cheating
on someone: Plentyoffish.com
Your mom is a gold digger and created your profile: Match.com
Horny meth heads and more willing whores: Craigslist
Real life meetings High school
permalink

[–]  enginedriver13  0 points (+0|-0 ) 21 hours ago 

Because all the men they know in real life don’t want to come
within a mile of them / nor fuck them with someone else’s dick?
(unless said man is a bottom of the barrel self-hating loser beta).
permalink

[–]  ten_comments_is_dumb  0 points (+0|-0 ) 22 hours ago 

Because that's the bot that okcupid's researchers concluded that
the retarded predator males who join would feel most comfortable
preying upon?
permalink

[–]  Psylent  -1 points (+0|-1 ) 9 hours ago 

anyone online dating is a loser.... op included... learn to socialise.
permalink

[–]  JohnGoodman  -1 points (+1|-2 ) 23 hours ago 

Because online dating is for the lowest of the low undesirable
people in society
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